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Josh Chen, left, and Terry Chen slide down a zip line at the Outdoor Education Center at Irvine Regional Park in Orange on Tuesday. The zip
line was part of the activities during STEAM camp through the Irvine Public Schools Foundation.

Summer hangout
Students in the STEAM program learn about mining and are
rewarded with zip lining at the camp inside Irvine Regional Park

By Paul Bersebach
pbersebach@scng.com

Straddling two sides of history,
students in third through sixth
grades got to dig for treasure in a
replica mine and then slide down a
zip line during a camp at the Outdoor Education Center in Orange.
The STEAM (science, technology, engineering, art and math)
camp was part of the Irvine Public
Schools Foundation’s summer enrichment program. More than 500
STEAM classes serving 10,000 students were offered over the summer, including sports, culinary
arts, and video game design.
The 10-second zip line ride tested
students’ mettle.
“When I let go, it feels a little
bit scary,” said fourth grader Terry
Chen. “And I like that.”
Zip line operators said they are
working ﬁve to seven days a week
during the summer and three days
a week when school is in session
serving groups that reserve the facility.
The Outdoor Education Center
is inside Irvine Regional Park in
Orange.
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Students dig in the Lucy-Lou Mine at the Outdoor Education Center at Irvine Regional Park in
Orange. Digging in the mine for gold, coal and minerals was one of the activities during the camp.

